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Abstract

Increased levels of peripheral inflammatory markers, including C-Reactive Protein (CRP), are 

associated with increased risk for depression, anxiety, and suicidality. The brain mechanisms that 

may underlie the association between peripheral inflammation and internalizing problems remain 

to be determined. The present study examines associations between peripheral CRP concentrations 

and threat-related amygdala activity, a neural biomarker of depression and anxiety risk, in a 

sample of 172 young adult undergraduate students. Participants underwent functional MRI 

scanning while performing an emotional face matching task to obtain a measure of threat-related 

amygdala activity to angry and fearful faces; CRP concentrations were assayed from dried blood 

spots. Results indicated a significant interaction between CRP and sex: in men, but not women, 

higher CRP was associated with higher threat-related amygdala activity. These results add to the 

literature finding associations between systemic levels of inflammation and brain function and 

suggest that threat-related amygdala activity may serve as a potential pathway through which 

heightened chronic inflammation may increase risk for mood and anxiety problems.
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Introduction

Higher chronic inflammation is found in patients with major depression and anxiety 

disorders and is associated with increased risk for suicidality (Batty et al., 2016; Howren et 

al., 2009; Passos et al., 2015; Valkanova et al., 2013). The brain mechanisms through which 
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inflammation may influence risk for mood-related problems remain to be determined. Our 

research in the Duke Neurogenetics Study (DNS) sample has demonstrated that heightened 

threat-related amygdala activity prospectively predicts increases in depression and anxiety 

symptoms in response to stress (Swartz et al., 2015), suggesting this is a potential pathway 

through which higher peripheral inflammation may increase risk for the future emergence of 

internalizing problems.

Indeed, prior research has suggested that heightened inflammation may increase the 

sensitivity of the amygdala to social threat. For instance, stimulating the immune system 

through administration of a low-dose endotoxin results in increased amygdala activity to 

socially threatening stimuli (Inagaki et al., 2012). Moreover, increases in interleukin-6 

induced by a social stressor task are associated with greater threat-related amygdala activity 

(Muscatell et al., 2015). In the DNS, we have found that common variation in a gene 

associated with the inflammatory response predicts individual differences in amygdala 

activity. Specifically, a haplotype associated with increased expression of interleukin-18, a 

pro-inflammatory cytokine, is associated with increased threat-related centromedial 

amygdala activity in women (Swartz et al., 2016). In a different sample, a genetic variant in 

the gene encoding Interferon γ was shown to interact with early life stress to predict 

increased amygdala activity to emotional faces in a sample of healthy adults (Redlich et al., 

2015).

In the current study, we sought to extend prior work examining the association between 

threat-related amygdala activity and experimentally-induced inflammation by examining 

naturally occurring variability in peripheral inflammation, as indexed by C-Reactive Protein 

(CRP), and variability in threat-related amygdala activity in a subset of healthy young adults 

from the DNS. Moreover, based on prior work that has demonstrated sex differences in these 

pathways (Moieni et al., 2015; Swartz et al., 2016), we also tested an interaction with sex to 

determine whether the association between CRP and threat-related amygdala activity 

differed between men and women.

Material and Methods

Participants included 174 undergraduate students ages 18 to 22 recruited as part of the 

ongoing Duke Neurogenetics Study (DNS) who had provided a blood sample and had fMRI 

data meeting all quality control criteria. This sample is smaller than in previously published 

DNS research because it includes only the subset of participants from whom we collected a 

dried blood spot for assays of CRP. Procedures were approved by the Duke University 

Medical Center and participants provided informed consent before study initiation. Full 

details on recruitment procedures and exclusion criteria have been reported in previous DNS 

papers (Prather et al., 2013; Swartz et al., 2015; Swartz et al., 2016). As described below, 

one participant was excluded from analyses due to an extreme value for CRP and one 

participant was missing data for a covariate. The remaining 172 participants were included 

in all analyses (Table 1). Sixty percent of participants were female; 55% self-reported as 

European American, 24% Asian, 9% African American, 1% Native American, 9% bi- or 

multi-racial, and 2% other race. Twenty-three percent of participants had a past or present 

DSM-IV Axis I diagnosis assessed with the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview 
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(Sheehan et al., 1998) and Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV subtests (First et 

al., 1996). The most common diagnoses (including comorbid diagnoses) were alcohol abuse 

or dependence (n=21), marijuana abuse or dependence (n=6), generalized anxiety disorder 

(n=6), and major depressive disorder (n=5).

Participants underwent functional MRI (fMRI) while completing an emotional face 

processing task. Full details on the task, data acquisition, data pre-processing, and quality 

control are reported online at https://www.haririlab.com/methods/amygdala.html. Individual-

level contrast maps were submitted to group-level analyses to identify a main effect of task 

for the contrast of Fearful and Angry Faces > Shapes at p<.05 family-wise error corrected 

for the search region of the left and right amygdala as defined by the Automated Anatomical 

Labeling atlas. Mean contrast values for left and right amygdala activity were extracted for 

each participant from the functional clusters that were significantly activated to the task.

CRP was assayed from dried blood spots at the Laboratory for Human Biology Research at 

Northwestern University following previously published methods (Mcdade et al., 2012). 

CRP values were natural log transformed; data from one participant with an extreme value 

>12 times the standard deviation of the mean was excluded from the current analyses. Our 

analysis controlled for multiple variables that may impact either CRP concentrations or 

amygdala activity including age, sex, race (with three dummy-coded variables for European 

American, African American, and Asian groups), body mass index (BMI), presence of a 

psychiatric diagnosis (coded as 0 = no psychiatric diagnosis and 1 = past or present 

psychiatric diagnosis), and time of day of the scan. One participant was missing data for 

BMI and thus was excluded from the present analyses.

All statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS v23 software. The association between 

peripheral CRP concentrations and threat-related amygdala activity was tested using the 

general linear model, including all covariates described above. Based on our prior research 

(Swartz et al., 2016), we also modeled a CRP × sex interaction to determine if the 

association between CRP and threat-related amygdala activity differed for men and women. 

Because we had two dependent variables (left and right threat-related amygdala activity), we 

applied a false discovery rate (FDR) correction to correct for two comparisons.

Results

The main effect of the task (Fearful and Angry Faces > Shapes) elicited significant activity 

in the left, t(171)=12.73, p-corrected<.001, and right amygdala, t(171)=15.89, p-corrected<.

001. While there was no significant association between amygdala activity and CRP 

concentrations across all participants, there was a significant interaction between CRP and 

sex for right threat-related amygdala activity, F(1,161)=5.37, p=.02, FDR-corrected p=.04, 

partial η2=.03. As shown in Figure 1, there was a significant positive association between 

CRP and amygdala activity in men, F(1,60)=4.95, p=.03, partial η2=.08, but not in women 

(p=.40). Results remained significant when winsorizing extreme values to +/−3 SD of the 

mean. There was no significant CRP × sex interaction, F(1,161)=2.16, p=.14, nor main 

effect of CRP, F(1,161)=1.55, p=.21, for left threat-related amygdala activity.
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Having found an effect for right threat-related amygdala activity to fearful and angry facial 

expressions, we conducted post hoc analyses to examine whether this effect was driven by 

one type of facial expression. These post hoc analyses indicated that the CRP × sex 

interaction was significant for right amygdala activity to angry facial expressions, 

F(1,161)=4.49, p=.04, partial η2=.03, but not fearful facial expressions, F(1,161)=1.06, p=.

30, partial η2=.01, suggesting that effects were largely driven by amygdala activity to the 

angry facial expressions.

We also re-ran analyses excluding participants with a past or present psychiatric diagnosis. 

The CRP × sex interaction remained significant for right threat-related amygdala activity, 

F(1,123)=7.99, p=.01, with a significant association between CRP and amygdala activity in 

men, F(1,40)=7.59, p=.01, but not women. Additionally, within this subset of participants, 

the CRP × sex interaction was significant for left threat-related amygdala activity, 

F(1,123)=7.52, p=.01, again with only men evidencing a positive association between CRP 

and amygdala activity, F(1,40)=6.50, p=.02. Post hoc analyses also indicated that effects 

were more strongly driven by amygdala activity to angry faces, with significant associations 

between CRP and left and right amygdala activity to angry faces but not fearful faces.

Discussion

Here we report an association between naturally occurring variability in peripheral CRP 

concentrations and threat-related amygdala activity. Specifically, we report that higher 

peripheral CRP concentrations are associated with increased right threat-related amygdala 

activity in men but not women. Though these effects were observed with amygdala activity 

for the contrast of threatening (fearful and angry) faces versus control, post hoc analyses 

indicated that effects were more strongly driven by amygdala activity to angry facial 

expressions.

Further research is needed to test whether the observed specificity to men replicates across 

different samples and age groups, as this effect was not hypothesized a priori. Our prior 

research has found effects of genetic polymorphisms in inflammatory pathways on threat-

related amygdala activity specific to women (Swartz et al., 2016). Administration of low-

dose endotoxin also results in greater increases in depressed mood for women compared to 

men (Moieni et al., 2015). Generally, however, sex differences in the association between 

inflammation and internalizing problems have not always been consistent, with other studies 

finding a positive association between CRP levels and anxiety symptoms or disorders in men 

but not women (Liukkonen et al., 2011; Vogelzangs et al., 2013). Therefore, it is possible 

that the pathway suggested here, namely the positive association between CRP levels and 

amygdala activity, may be a risk pathway that plays a larger role in the etiology of 

internalizing problems in men compared to women. However, further research is needed 

before drawing strong conclusions regarding sex differences in these pathways, as 

differences in sample composition, as well as indices of inflammation (i.e., functional 

genetic polymorphism vs. peripheral CRP), may have contributed to these findings and the 

divergent results compared with prior research. Indeed, a limitation of our study was that the 

male and female groups differed in several key characteristics, including the percentage of 

participants with a DSM-IV psychiatric diagnosis and the racial composition of the groups. 
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Although we controlled for these as covariates in our analyses, we cannot rule out the 

possibility that these or other differences in sample composition may have contributed to the 

finding of a significant association between CRP and amygdala activity in men but not 

women. Therefore, further research in the future with larger sample sizes is needed to 

confirm the presence of these sex differences.

We also observed that effects were more strongly driven by amygdala activity to angry faces 

compared to fearful faces, although the effects were in the same positive direction for both 

conditions. Prior research suggests that angry faces with eye gaze directed at the participant 

may represent a more overt signal of interpersonal threat whereas fearful faces with directed 

eye gaze represent a more ambiguous signal of potential threat, as the source of threat 

causing the fearful expression is unknown (Adams et al., 2003). Therefore, it is possible that 

inflammation is more strongly associated with amygdala activity to clear rather than more 

ambiguous signals of threat, though this was not a predicted result and requires replication.

Additionally, effects were observed in the right amygdala when analyzing the full sample of 

participants and the subset of the sample without psychiatric diagnoses, whereas effects for 

the left amygdala were only observed for the subset of the sample without psychiatric 

diagnoses. One explanation for the more robust effects for the right amygdala may involve 

laterality differences in habituation. For instance, prior research suggests the right amygdala 

may be more involved in rapid stimulus detection whereas the left amygdala is more 

involved in sustained stimulus processing, as there is stronger habituation to emotional faces 

in the right compared to the left amygdala (Wright et al., 2001). Therefore, inflammation 

may be more strongly associated with this rapid threat detection process, although here too 

replication is required.

Overall, our current study extends prior research demonstrating associations between 

experimentally-induced inflammation and threat-related amygdala activity by reporting an 

association between naturally-occurring variation in inflammation and this brain response. 

Our current findings further suggest that this pattern of altered amygdala activity represents 

a potential pathway through which heightened chronic inflammation may increase risk for 

mood and anxiety problems in men specifically.
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Highlights

• Association between peripheral C-Reactive Protein and amygdala activity is 

tested.

• In men, but not women, higher CRP is associated with higher amygdala 

activity.

• Amygdala activity is a potential pathway linking inflammation to 

internalizing risk.
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Figure 1. CRP is associated with threat-related amygdala activity in men but not women
A functional cluster within the right amygdala region of interest was identified at p<.05 

family-wise error corrected for the contrast of Fearful and Angry Faces > Shapes (inset). 

Mean contrast values were extracted from this functional cluster and are plotted as a 

function of CRP (natural log transformed) and sex. Shaded areas indicate 95% confidence 

intervals.
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Table 1

Participant Characteristics

Men (n=69)
Mean (SD)

Women (n=103)
Mean (SD)

Difference

Age (years) 19.9 (1.3) 19.6 (1.3) t(170)=1.83, p=.07

Time of scan 12.2 (2.4) 12.4 (2.5) t(170)=−.62, p=.54

BMI 24.2 (3.3) 23.4 (3.5) t(170)=1.57, p=.12

CRP (natural log
transformed)

−.62 (1.1) −.25 (1.1) t(170)=−2.26, p=.03

Number (%) Number (%)

DSM-IV diagnosis 22 (32%) 17 (17%) χ2(1)=5.57, p=.02

European American 45 (65%) 49 (48%) χ2(1)=5.19, p=.02

Asian 16 (23%) 26 (25%) χ2(1)=.09, p=.76

African American 2 (3%) 14 (14%) χ2(1)=5.60, p=.02

Note: Time of scan was entered in military hours and ranged from 8.00 (8:00) to 17.5 (17:30); BMI=Body Mass Index; CRP=C-reactive protein in 
mg/L.
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